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This summer, Dartmouth Yacht Club and
Sail Able Nova Scotia will be hosting
Canada’s largest disabled sailing regatta,
the Mobility Cup, from Aug 26 to Sept 1.

The Mobility Cup is an event for new and
experienced sailors with all levels of
disability, and welcomes sailors from across
North America and around the world. 

Sailing is an incredible sport, a sport with
no boundaries. These days even high-level
quadriplegics can skipper a boat using
amazing Sip ‘N Puff technology. 

Hosting the Mobility Cup 2007 will bring an
increased awareness of disabled sailing to
our province and leave a legacy of improved
access through the purchase of two
completely accessible Martin 16 sailboats. 

This is a huge undertaking and the
organizing committee is looking for
volunteers and sponsors. Any amount of
volunteer time, whether before or during
the regatta, will be greatly appreciated. 

Sponsorship packages are now available,
and we are still looking for a title sponsor
for this unique event.

Dartmouth Yacht Club is known for its
well-organized, professional regattas. The
Mobility Cup 2007 Committee believes it
is an excellent choice to host this year’s
event, and we are looking forward to
showing the sailing world that this is
indeed true.

Please join us in making this an
unforgettable event. For more information,
contact us at mobilitycup@gmail.com or
check out www.sailable.ca and
www.mobilitycup.org 

Mobility Cup Comes to DYC By Kristin Smith



Days are getting longer,
temperatures are creeping out of
double digits and the sleepy winter
boater begins to stir. Yes with the
Halifax Boat Show come and gone
we begin to think of the tasks ahead
in anticipation of launch day. First
order of business is usually the
unveiling of our love from the winter
storage cocoon. For those of us who
are the shrink wrap crowd we have
some changes to deal with this
spring. Our plastic cover will no
longer be able to be disposed of by
simply bunching it up, dragging it
across the parking lot and stuffing it
in the dumpster. We are all more cost
and environmentally conscious so

our previous practices will simply not
do. First - every extra dumpster load
outside our contract is over a
hundred dollars, 3 - 30’ boat
wrappers can fill a dumpster; you do
the math. This process has caused us
a great excess of money in dumping
fees that can be avoided. 

There are a couple ways to deal with
the wrap. My method which I started
last year is to cut up the wrap in
small pieces about 12”x12” and put
them in a large plastic bag. As I
remove my top I cut it at this time as
it is tight and easy to cut in pieces
with a razor knife. Then place the
bags beside west side of work shed
for removal and recycle. A second
method is to tightly roll up your
wrap and tie it tightly. Again set this
bundle beside the west side of the
work shed. Hopefully either of these

processes will help to cut down in
unnecessary expenses for the club.

Also, as discussed at the AGM this
year we are encouraging a limited
number of dry boaters on a trial basis.
This entails small trailerable boats
both power and sail to be launched
and retrieved on a daily basis and
being able to store in the Yard in a
designated space. This space will be
down by the travel lift jetty on the
south side. It will be well marked.

Please remember to be courteous
and clean up your spring cleaning
paraphernalia, the yard staff will be
instructed to keep a vigilant eye on
the yard this year. We end up
spending a lot of your money on
having staff clean-up after the spring
preparations. 

Yours in boating, Gordon Fraser
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Coast Guard Vessel Earl Grey breaking ice in Wrights Cove

Yard News 
By Gordon Fraser

With the boat show over this past
week-end it should be clear sailing to
launch time.  

We do have a number of events
planned for this boating season but I
would like to extend an invitation to
any member who might wish to
organize and host an event such as a
TGIF for their friends and fellow
members at the club. We have
barbeque equipment and other
kitchen equipment that we can make
available and our staff and
management committee members

will be happy to help out in any way
we can. 

A special thanks to Paul Daye and
Christine Morrison for organizing the
Casino night on Feb. 24.  $ 807.41
was raised at the event to support our
junior sail program. Thanks to all the
members that supported the event
and also the many volunteers who
helped make this event a great
success.

The Breakwater Sub-committee has
been working hard to complete a
scope of work and obtain pricing on

the various options we are
considering. We are also preparing
the documents necessary to request
project approval from the various
Federal and Provincial authorities. 

Thanks to all who attended the AGM
in January. Although the meeting
went on longer than most of us
would have liked, we did cover a lot
of ground and we did get a lot done.
The next scheduled AGM is in May
and I hope too see you all there.

Cheers, Jim Thomas

Message from the Commodore By Jim Thomas, Commodore
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DYC Casino Night 2007,
Black Jack, Roulette and
Crown & Anchor, what a
night to remember!  If you
weren’t there you missed
an evening of fun filled
entertainment.  Many
members and guest played
games; following which, a
large variety of prizes were
drawn for and presented
to the winners.

This evening was hosted
by a group of DYC
volunteers, as a fundraiser
for the DYC Junior Sailing
Program.  There are a lot
of people to thank, those
that prepared sandwiches,
all the card dealers, those
that spun the crown &
anchor wheel, those that
worked the roulette table,
the people that sold poker
chips, the set-up and
clean-up crew, the
individuals that drew the
tickets and delivered the prizes.
Without your efforts this evening
would not have been the success that
it was.

After all was tallied, this evening
netted a total of $807.45 for the
Junior Sailing Program.  This could
not have been done without the
support of all those that attended and
all that volunteered their time and
effort, again many thanks.

DYC Casino Night 2007
Christine Morrison / Tina Campbell / Verna & Paul Daye

DYC 2007 
Casino Night Sponsors

Don Backman
Bruce Cake
Don Estey

Grant Gordon
Shirley & Jim Jerram
Michael Nash Kelly

Emanuel Laufer
Mary & Don MacMillan

Sandra Thomas
Atlantic Artwork

Ben Moss Jewellers
Canada-Nova Scotia

Offshore Petroleum Board
Charm Diamond Centres

Coastal Tire
CPS Alderney Squadron
Dartmouth Yacht Club

Dr. Mark Sutherland Inc.
DSS Marine

Expert Electric & Alarm Ltd.
Fax Printer Guy Inc.

Hakim Optical
Hercules Slr
Jessy's Pizza
KD Roofing

Living Lighting Home Décor
Maritime Labels & Packaging

Northeastern Security
Nova Scotia Fine Art

NuBody's
Old Port Tavern

OP Fiberglass Inc.
Refrigrant Services Inc.

Robin's Donuts
Sail Loft Ltd.

Sawlor Construction Limited
Seamasters Services Ltd.

Straight-MacKay / Bob Coghlin
Team Orlando Hair Studio

The Binnacle
Tim Horton's

Torpedo Rays Scuba
TTL Supply Limited

Van Houtte Inc.
Windward Imports
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Hello all! The up and coming spring
sailing seminar series are sure to be a
hit. Last year we had a great turn out
with about 40-50 people attending
each night. Topics covered include
racing rules of sailing, tactics, sail
design/trim, engine maintenance, and
sail measurements. The bar is open so
come on out and ask questions.

This year to get you in the mood for
Wednesday night racing, we have
seminars on Wed nights in April from
7-9PM. On April 4th,  I have Warren
Nethercote back to give us all the

reminders and review on racing rules
of sailing. So if you had a bump or
scrape last season, be sure to come
out and watch how to out maneuver
your competitors. Also in again April
11th, is Norman Raine, a great
marine engine mechanic to review all
those details to keep your engine
humming. Powerboaters or sail, we
welcome any questions for tips. The
other 2 nights will have speakers TBA.

Look forward to seeing you there.
Bar opens at 6:30PM.
Cheers

Hope to see some new faces this year
and look forward to a fun-filled
boating day. All proceeds from this
event go to the junior sail program!
See you June 16th. 

If you require any information you
can contact that clubhouse at 
465-6050 and Curtis will be glad to
answer any questions you have. 

Monday Evening Racing By David Haley 

Racing News By Mark Sutherland

It's almost that time of
the year again for our
Power Boat Poker Run.
I'll be back behind the
helm again this year
to hopefully put
together one of our
best Poker Runs yet!
We have had a great
response from
Sponsors this year and
some new fresh ideas
to put in place. I am
always looking for
volunteers if anyone is
willing to help our. I will require some
people to help with the serving of
dinner Saturday and registration on
the Friday night. 

For those of you that have never
participated in this fun filled day let
me give you a breakdown of exactly
what happens. You enter your boat -
any size any shape- and a crew to
enjoy the day. We begin at the
clubhouse for 9am to enjoy a
pancake breakfast and a game of
chance to start off the day. There are
5 stops throughout the day where
you retrieve a sealed envelope with
your card in it. There is a lunch stop
where everyone rafts up and
participates in another game and a
chance to win some prizes. After your
fifth stop everyone returns to the club
and we post the hands and enjoy a
steak b b que dinner. Everyone will
have a chance to change up to 2
cards after the final hands have been
posted at an additional cost of
$20.00 per card. All cards are opened
and posted and the best poker hand
wins the Grand Prize which is a 10'
Zodiac boat filled with not only a
motor but many other goodies
totaling $7500.00 in total! After all
said and done we finish with a Disc
Jockey and dance the night away!

This year we are going to have a
"Caribbean Theme". This means that
there will be a prize for the best
dressed crew with a " Caribbean
Look " about them. Include your
boat if you wish and we'll see what
you come up with! Judging will take
place at the lunch stop and there will
be a prize for best crew.

Attention All Power Boaters!!! By Louise Fraser 

Every Monday evening during the
sailing season DYC welcomes
members and guests to experience
sail boat racing in an atmosphere
that is non-competitive, educational
and fun. This weekly white sail event,
started last season, was an
unqualified success with up to 20
boats on the starting line every
Monday evening.

The objective of the Monday evening
series is to provide a well organized
recreational sail boat race where
beginners and non-racing sailors may
learn to sail in a supportive

environment, as well as, an
opportunity to promote and
encourage women's keelboat racing.
We encourage all members to
participate. The Monday evening
Learn-to-Race event also provides an
excellent opportunity for members to
invite guests and potential new
members to DYC. 

If you would like to participate but
don't have a boat, please drop us a
note / email and we will help find
you a ride... Contact Kristin Smith
kristinsmithgray@accesswave.ca  
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Well, the Boat Show is over and we
are into March, that’s enough to get
all boaters into boat preparation
mode. Your Race Committee has
been working on the up coming race
season and the following are some of
the new items under consideration or
already finalized.

1) The Racing Class Representatives
are:

A Class – Mark Gosine
B Class – Dean Baldwin
C Class – Tom Sheaves
D Class – Harvey Ainsley
Ladies – Donna Gouthro

If you have any suggestion which you
would like to have considered for the
upcoming racing season, please
contact your Class Rep. and I am sure
he or she will bring it up at the next
meeting.

2) Two members of each Class will
participate as members of the Protest
Committee. Training will be available
for all members. Brian Picton will not
be as avtive as he has been on race
nights, but he will continue to be our
head of the Protest Committee.

3) Mark Sutherland will be develop-
ing a schedule and topics for sail
training seminars. These will be
announced as they are confirmed. All
skippers and crew members are
invited to attend these very
informative sessions. 

4) Race course cards will be prepared
designating specific courses by
number that can be raced,
depending on the wind direction and
speed. These will be made available
to all skippers and will greatly
simplify the race instructions and the
congestion around the Committee
Boat on race nights.

5) For Wednesday night racing all
boats must have their sail numbers
on their main sail to help the Race
Committee identify boats, it’s a must

RACING AWARDS:

The Rear Commodore’s Banquet
commonly referred to by racers as
Awards Night was held on March 3,
2007. It was a great success with a

sell out crowd. Numerous boating
awards were presented by the Rear
Commodore, Nathan Reece and the
winners were:

WEDNESDAY NIGHT RACING:

For the overall Wednesday night
racing which is based on
accumulated points for the Spring,
Summer, and Fall Series combined. 

A Class
1st - Climax - Nathan Reece
2nd - Defiant - Mark Gosine
3rd - Vagrant - Grant Gordon

B Class
1st - J Rouette - Barry Nooyen
2nd - Express Extra - Dexter Conrad
3rd - Second Lady - Garth Mallett

C Class
1st - Valour - Rod Stright
2nd - Scott Free - Scott Hamilton
3rd - All That Jazz - Sandy

MacDonald

D Class
1st - Flying Mist - Jerry Lockett
2nd - Capela - Brian Bonia 
3rd - White Trash - Harvey Ainslie

The overall winners with the lowest
accumulated points for the whole
race season are:

1st - J Rouette - Barry Nooyen
2nd - Climax - Nathan Reece 
3rd - Flying Mist - Jerry Lockett

BEAN CROCK RACE:

This is a long distance race which is
open to racers from all clubs at which
awards are presented immediately
following the race. However, since
this was originally a DYC race only,
the Race Committee retains the right
to present awards to the first three
place finishers from DYC on Awards
Night. The winners are:

The results were:

A Class
1st - Climax - Nathan Reece
2nd - Defiant - Mark Gosine
3rd - Valour - Rod Stright                    

B Class
1st - J Rouette - Barry Nooyen
2nd - Second Lady - Garth Mallett
3rd - Express Extra - Dexter Conrad

C Class
1st - Scott Free - Scott Hamilton
2nd - Flying Mist - Jerry Lockett
3rd - Landis - Roland Bourdage

Single Handed Race Series

This is a five race series of which each
boat counts its best three races.

1st - White Trash - Harvey Ainslie

2nd - Eye Spy - John Rhyno

3rd - Climax - Jeff Prichard 

Double  Handed Race Series

This is also a five race series of which
each boat counts its best three races.

1st - Climax - Nathan Reece

2nd - Second Lady - Garth Mallett

3rd - Valour - Rod Stright

Women’s Five Race Series

This was the first year for ladies
racing at DYC. To qualify the boat
must have had at least a lady skipper.
Since this was part of the Monday
night racing, which was  non-
competitive, no awards were made
for the over all summer ladies racing.
However, a five race women’s series
was run with boats counting their
best three. The winners of that series
were:

1st - Second Lady - Cheryl Mallett
Skelton

2nd - Merriment - Kristin Smith Gray 
3rd - Eye Spy - Darlene Rhyno

Congratulations to all the winners
and thanks to all the competitors and
to all those who contributed to
making the season such a great
success. Most of all we extend our
thanks to all our sponsors. Their
support has been a terrific asset to
the DYC racing program and we look
forward to their continued support.

Have a great sailing season in 2007.

DYC Racing News  by Garth Mallett

"The art of the sailor is
to leave nothing to
chance".

Annie Van De Wiele
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Though this winter has been mild I
am sure everyone is starting to get
anxious for the return of spring and
to get starting with all the chores
that are to be done to get the boats
ready for this boating season. One
such chore will be to ensure that the
fees for the 2007 boating year have
been paid. Invoicing was sent out in
February and the deadline for
payment is April 15. A reminder that
late payment will result in loss of
marina space. 

With spring fast approaching here
are a couple more reminders you
should know:

1. Book your launch well in advance
to avoid scheduling conflicts. We
have some 275 + boats to put in
the water.

2. Ensure that all systems on your boat
are working prior to launch. Delays
in launching affect everyone.

3. Your vessel insurance is up to date
and a copy is at the DYC office.
No boat will be launched if it is
out of date.

4. Do not dispose of used shrink
wrap in the garbage bins. This fills

the bins and cost the club a lot to
have special pick ups made.

5. When working on your boat, keep
the area around it clean at all
times.

We appreciate your co-operation
with these things and it helps
everybody at the club.

The winter months have been
somewhat quiet at the clubhouse.
There has been however a few events
such as TGIF that bring people out to
socialize. The most recent Casino
Night was a great time and I wish to
thank Paul, Christine, and all the
other volunteers that helped with this
event and the TGIF’s. Your efforts are
greatly appreciated and let me say
you have done a wonderful job. 

This upcoming summer looks like it
will have its share of events. There
will be the Poker Run in June,
Opening Regatta in June, The
abilities Cup in August, and possibly
a few more various events that
should be fun for power boaters and
sailors alike. Keep your eyes on the
Clubs Website for updates and
information on events and notices
from the club. www.dyc.ns.ca

As always, if you have any questions,
concerns, or comments, please let us
know here at the office.

See you around the yard soon.

“When a person does not know what
harbor they are making for, no wind
is the right wind”

Manager’s Report  By Curtis Bullock

Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM.

If you need to speak to someone
from the office after hours, 

call the number given on the
recorded message.

Winter Bar Hours
Closed Monday to Thursday

Friday 4pm to midnight
Saturday 11am to 10 pm

Sunday 11am to 6 pm

Summer Bar Hours
Start May 16

Wednesday to Sunday

General
Information
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There is much mystery and
misinformation surrounding the
origin and use of maritime distress
calls. Most of the general populace
believes that "SOS" signifies "Save
Our Ship." Casual students of radio
history are aware that the use of
"SOS" was preceded by "CQD." Why
were these signals adopted? When
were they used? 

The practical use of wireless
telegraphy was made possible by
Guglielmo Marconi in the closing
years of the 19th century. Until then,
ships at sea out of visual range were
very much isolated from shore and
other ships. The wireless telegraphers
used Morse Code to send messages.
Morse Code is a way of "tapping" out
letters using a series of dots (short
signals) and dashes (long signals).
Spoken, short signals are referred to
as "dih" and long signals are referred
to as "dah". The letter "A" is
represented by a dot followed by a
dash: 

By 1904 there were many trans-
Atlantic British ships equipped with
wireless communications. The
wireless operators came from the
ranks of railroad and postal
telegraphers. In England a general
call on the landline wire was a "CQ."
"CQ" preceded time signals and
special notices. "CQ" was generally
adopted by telegraph and cable
stations all over the world. By using
"CQ," each station receives a
message from a single transmission
and an economy of time and labor
was realized. Naturally, "CQ," went
with the operators to sea and was
likewise used for a general call. This
sign for "all stations" was adopted
soon after wireless came into being
by both ships and shore stations. 

In 1904, the Marconi company
suggested the use of "CQD" for a
distress signal. Although generally
accepted to mean, "Come Quick
Danger," that is not the case. It is a
general call, "CQ," followed by "D,"
meaning distress. A strict

interpretation would be "All stations,
Distress." 

At the second Berlin Radiotelegraphic
Conference 1906, the subject of a
danger signal was again addressed.
Considerable discussion ensued and
finally SOS was adopted. The
thinking was that three dots, three
dashes and three dots could not be
misinterpreted.  It was to be sent
together as one string. 

The Marconi Yearbook of Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony , 1918
states, "This signal [SOS] was
adopted simply on account of its
easy radiation and its unmistakable
character. There is no special
signification in the letter themselves,
and it is entirely incorrect to put full
stops between them [the letters]." All
the popular interpretations of "SOS,"
"Save or Ship," "Save Our Souls," or
"Send Out Succour" are simply not
valid. Stations hearing this distress
call were to immediately cease
handling traffic until the emergency
was over and were likewise bound to
answer the distress signal. 

Although the use of "SOS" was
officially ratified in 1908, the use of
"CQD" lingered for several more
years, especially in British service
where it originated. It is well
documented in personal accounts of
Harold Bride, second Radio Officer,
and in the logs of the SS Carpathia,
that the Titanic first used "CQD" to
call for help. When Captain Smith
gave the order to radio for help, first
radio officer Jack Phillips sent "CQD"
six times followed by the Titanic call
letters, "MGY." Later, at Brides
suggestion, Phillips interspersed his
calls with "SOS." In SOS to the
Rescue, 1935, author Baarslag notes,
"Although adopted intentionally in
1908, it [SOS] had not completely
displaced the older 'CQD' in the
British operators' affections." (It is
interesting to observe that Marconi
was waiting in New York to return
home to England on the Titanic.) 

The first recorded American use of

"SOS" was in August of 1909.
Wireless operator T. D. Haubner of
the SS Arapahoe radioed for help
when his ship lost its screw near
Diamond Shoals, sometimes called
the "Graveyard of the Atlantic." The
call was heard by the United Wireless
station "HA" at Hatteras. A few
months later, the SS Arapahoe
received an "SOS" distress call from
the SS Iroquois. Radio Officer
Haubner therefore has the distinction
of being involved in the first two
incidents of the use of "SOS" in
America, the first as the sender and
the second as the receiver. The U.S.
did not officially adopt "SOS" until
1912, being slow to adopt
international wireless standards. 

What is the Meaning of SOS?

• – = A

••• – – – •••

180 Doral 2003

Like New 
Less then 13 hours!

18.6’ LOA & 8’ Beam,
Sport tilt wheel, sun pad, 

swim platform, ladder.
Lots of storage, Clarion CD

player, depth finder, 
night lighting, horn. 
210 hp, single gas 

4 L with Alpha drive. 
Galvanized ’04 trailer.  

$27,000  
TERRY 

(902) 484-3900



To “Hover”:  Float without moving
from the same spot; Stay in the same
position; Wait or stay near a particular
spot; Maintain station; or just stay in
the same place while compensating for
wind and current. “Downwind”: wind
blowing from the stern of a boat
toward the bow.

Recently my wife and I listened to an
excellent presentation on powerboat
handling – up until the presenter
recommended maintaining position
stern to the wind. He said that in a
case of having to wait off the dock
for any reason, e.g. waiting to get
into the fuel dock, it’s easier to do it
with the stern to the wind because
the bow will naturally swing
downwind. I strongly recommend
against that. Here’s why:

When I was a teenager (40-some
years ago), I got carbon monoxide
poisoning on a boat. I was
unconscious for several minutes and
the result almost killed what became
a 40-year flying career, as the brain
damage from the carbon monoxide
showed up in my EKG three years
later. (Some might say I still have
brain damage today, but that’s
another story!)

It happened when I was visiting a
friend’s family for a weekend and
they took me out on their ‘cabin
cruiser’. They let me drive, and on
the way back to the marina we were
headed slowly down a river channel
and everyone else onboard was on
the foredeck in the sun while I was
aft under an awning. We were going
downwind so the exhaust fumes
came in over the transom and filled
the cockpit. I remember getting very
sleepy and putting my head down
on the wheel. When I did, the boat
veered toward a big cement channel
marker. The last thing I remember
before flaking out was the boat
owner coming aft, shouting at me
and shaking me by the shoulder.
That knocked me off the helm stool
and flat out on the deck. They told
me later that he figured out what
happed by the smell, called a
mayday and got an ambulance to
meet us at the dock where they got

me on Oxygen, but I don’t
remember any of that. I do
remember I had a sore head for quite
awhile afterwards. Ever since then I
have been very sensitive to carbon
monoxide or any situation where I,
or my passengers, could inhale it. 

Imagine any cockpit boat, e.g. a
trawler, pilot boat, Sea Ray, Carver or
even many sail boats with an aft
cockpit and a sedan cover or awning
that could funnel fumes into the
cabin. Several types of power boats
have a screen door aft of the main
salon right across the cockpit, cabins
forward and below the main deck
level, and a hatch over the forward
cabin through which a little air is
quite pleasant when you’ve got a
light relative wind from ahead. 

Now contemplate holding position
(hovering, as this retired helicopter
pilot calls it) pointed downwind, with
the carbon monoxide coming over
the transom into the main salon and
sleeping cabin(s). There the air
carrying the fumes escapes through a
forward hatch or windows but the
carbon monoxide collects and
remains. 

Last fall my infant grandson and his
parents were on board our trawler
for a short cruise down the harbour.
It was a calm day and the baby slept
in a car seat in the aft cabin for a
good part of the afternoon. Other
times we’ve had young kids on board
playing cards in the forward cabin
while the adults were talking grown-
up stuff on the flybridge in the fresh
air and sunshine. If we had to wait to
get into the dock, who would know
what the kids were breathing, and
how long would it take for carbon
monoxide to have serious
consequences for a young child?
How long have you ever had to wait
to get onto the fuel dock, or
anywhere else, for that matter? 

One of the manoeuvring exercises
my wife and I practice is hovering
(into wind) while pointed at, and just
a few feet away from, a buoy or
other object. Yes, the bow does
swing away from the wind easily, but
a little practice makes it easier to

read the wind on the water,
anticipate the swing, and correct for
it before the bow falls off the wind
by just a few degrees. Throw in a bit
of current with gusty winds and you
have a fun challenge to hover with
zero movement. 

I hope this little story will warn you
about the potential danger of
‘hovering’ downwind – or warming
up your engines for long, if the wind
is behind you in your marina slip
before you leave your berth. (If
you’re berthed into wind, remember
your neighbours astern of you.) 

Please avoid a similar, potentially
more serious, incident by
remembering that if you have to wait
off the dock sometime, hover into
wind whenever you can. If that’s not
possible, close all hatches, windows
and doors before turning downwind,
get everyone up into the fresh air
while you’re pointed downwind, and
ventilate the boat afterwards. Also,
remember that even hovering into
wind can cause CO accumulation in
the cabin as the wind wraps around
the aft end of the cabin or hatch and
draws exhaust fumes into it, so keep
aft doors and hatches closed. If you
can smell fumes, get away from
them any way you can.

I was fortunate that my incident
wasn’t more serious than it was, but
its impact has stuck with me for a
long time. Don’t let Carbon
Monoxide ruin your day on the water.
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‘Hovering’ Downwind a No-NO! By Bob Stewart, “CHRISTINA II”
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To better
appreciate the
significance of
this “adventure”
I have prefaced
my account
with contextual
background.
Being
“Maritimers”,
Mary Lou and I
have always felt
an inexplicable
attraction to the
sea and “things
nautical”, but in
a remote rather than hands-on sense,
as neither of our families had any
nautical blood in their veins. My recent
adventure in blue water sailing (if I
might take license in categorizing a
crossing of the Gulf of Maine en route
from Boston to Halifax as such), began,
somewhat improbably many months
earlier, as an outing when Mary Lou
and I accompanied an old friend of 30+
years (Sandy Hogan) on his 30 foot
C&C, on the calm waters of Bedford
Basin.  We sensed at that moment, as
the sails were hoisted, and the motor
turned off, that a new adventure was
about to begin.  Most sailors begin
with a long term logical progression
…Junior Sailors training on little boats,
evolving to a point where they buy
their first in what may often be a series
of boats. At age 59, however, applying
to join “junior sailors” didn’t seem to
be a logical starting point….so….Mary
Lou and I decided that we could do
this, and undertook “basic training”…
Boating, VHF(Maritime) with DSC, and
Radar courses coincident with our
search for the “right boat for us”.  

Our internet searches over a period of a
couple of months for a solid, stable,
affordable boat had us “leaning” to the
Catalina 30 because of the size of both
cockpit and salon relative to length,
together with owner feedback
respecting the ease of handling and
inherent stability. After looking at a
number of Catalinas (among other
boats), we ultimately determined that
“Elan”, a 1983 Catalina 30 which we

found in Weymouth, MA,
would be it. We have been well pleased
with our new boat, and impressed with
the boating community’s inclination to
help answer questions, and provide
assistance motivated by a “love of
boats” going beyond “commercial
interest”.  The Yacht Broker, Shep
Shove (Eastern Yacht Sales of Hingham
MA.) was most helpful in loaning
equipment and providing expertise and
making available one of their marina
berths, as we prepared the boat for it’s
maiden “Canadian Voyage” to Nova
Scotia.  The advice and guidance
provided by the boat’s previous
owners, Steve and Gwen Sayian,
followed by their hospitality in inviting
me to dinner at their Yacht Club, and
subsequently to their home for the
night (as the Boston weather turned
nasty and wet) was much appreciated.
I will never forget their generosity.

Our preparations were progressing well
thanks to the hard work by Mary Lou
and my sister-in-law, Linda White, who
accompanied us to Boston to help on
the drive back to Halifax. Little did
Linda know that a rebirth of the
infamous “Press Gangs” of yesteryear
was about to take place. Their tireless
efforts over a few hectic days spent
cleaning and re-oiling teak, spraying
and airing out the cushions, while I
sanded the bottom, washed the hull
and applied bottom paint, interspersed
with multiple trips to marine suppliers,
brought us to a point where our list of
“to do items” was reaching a

manageable state.. With our launch
tentatively scheduled for 13:30 hrs. on
the 31st of May, 2006, final
preparations were frantic, with the
addition of an auto-helm, GPS/
Chartplotter, and Radar, completed as
the Jack stands were removed, replaced
by the launch trailer’s hydraulically
controlled pads as it slid slowly under
Elan.  Like a well-choreographed play,
Shep sanded the unpainted squares on
the hull, while I feverishly applied a
coat of bottom paint to the bare spots,
finally joining Mary Lou, Linda and
Shep on board for our trip across the
boatyard to the launch ramp, where
minutes later we smoothly slid into the
shallow waters of what looked more
like a duck pond (complete with ducks,
some of whom we suspected were
standing on the bottom rather than
swimming just out of the narrow
channel). Fortunately, our “duck pond”
had a high tide window of roughly 3
hours during which it could handle our
5 foot 3 inch draft, and thanks to the
competence of our launch contractor,
combined with local advice and
guidance respecting the course to take
to the Fore River Bridge, all was well as
we began our trip to the Hewett’s Cove
Marina with Shep at the helm. The 55
foot clearance at higher high tide, was
more than adequate for our 47 foot
mast and freeboard height + 3 feet for
the VHF antenna…although from our
vantage point in the cockpit, there was
a measure of anxiety that we really
didn’t have 5 feet to spare.

Buying a First Boat and Surviving a Hurricane 
on Your Maiden Voyage By Barry White
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WANTED
Charts 

and 
cruising
guides 
for the

Maritimes 
and 
New 

England
states. 
Please

contact 
Lisa McNeil 

at 
449-7779 

or 
798-3013

No day could be considered complete
without a final swab of the decks which
Mary Lou, Linda, and I undertook as
our last bit of unfinished business
before returning to our hotel for a
much-needed scrubbing ourselves
followed by a fabulous dinner at Legal
Seafoods. As the ladies would be
departing in the morning, I would soon
be left to my own devices in
completing preparations, which
included picking up a new ship’s
compass that had been ordered
through Viking Instruments, and having
a stanchion welded.

Not being a complete fool (my
opinion), I had engaged the help of
extremely experienced and competent
friends, who would be joining me in
Boston for the trip back to Halifax.
According to plan, they would be
driving down in a rental car the day
prior to our scheduled departure. The
new electronic equipment with the
exception of the radar had been
mounted and connected as my friends
arrived from Halifax. Immediately on
their arrival Sunday afternoon, gear was
stowed (including lifeboat, immersion

suits, and all manner of weather gear),
jacklines rigged, and while the rental
car was being dropped at Logan
Airport, John Rhyno, (having just
completed a 12 hour drive from
Halifax) was up the mast mounting the
bracket, radar dome, and fishing the
cable internally down the mast. 

Our dream had quickly evolved to a
plan, transformed to action in a short
few months…and was now culminating
in our recent hectic preparations that
would see us underway in a matter of
hours.  After a run through the grocery
store near the marina for the provisions
that we would need over the next few
days, we topped up our last jerry can,
and returned the rental truck. The
weather had been checked, and there
was nothing in the forecast that would
suggest delaying our departure; so we
cast off at 14:15 hrs., on Monday, June
5th, 2006, setting an initial course that
would allow us a stop at Marblehead
should anything need attention. Thus
began my first “blue water” sailing
experience. Little did any of us know
there would be a number of “firsts” on
this trip.

The weather was overcast as we left
the Boston skyline in our wake, fading
to shadowy ghost-like  structures at the
horizon until they became barely
discernable in the haze. As the horizon
became a distant band in failing light,
breaks in the grey cloud allowed the
sun to bid us farewell as it sunk into the
ocean. With the wind on our nose we
had to motor constantly although a
hoisting a sail on a few occasions with
a shifting wind momentarily boosted
our SOG by 1 to 0.5 knots. Generally
we were making 5.4 to 5.5 knots under
diesel power only. 

Our first evening out of Boston was
highlighted by the sighting of a huge
Right Whale broaching not more than
60 feet off our port beam..massive
flukes in the air and gone, as it slid
smoothly into the dark waters of the
Gulf of Maine. Much later on a 03:00
to 6:00 EDT watch, as I gazed at the
stars overhead, I was shaken from my
relaxed state by the sudden
appearance of a meteorite burning
through the earth’s atmosphere with a
swooshing sound as it traveled at

. . . see next page
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incredible speed across the sky and
disappeared as quickly as it had
materialized. The breadth and length
of it’s tail is unlike anything I have ever
seen before. We crossed the
U.S./Canada border at 19:08 EDT on
the 6th June, having covered 150
nautical miles, and to that point we
had averaged 5.2 knots. However, our
GPS was reading an SOG of 4.5 knots
at that time, an ominous sign. 

The idyllic beginnings of our trip gave
us no indication of what was to come.
An unexpected change in weather was
becoming evident early on day 3. Our
second day underway heralded the end
of hot meals, as the weather had
degraded since our departure. Our
meals, of necessity, became more
simplified.  At 09:00 ADT on Wed.,
June 7th, our position was 43 degrees,
11.00 minutes N; 66 degrees-24.876 W
and our SOG had fallen further to 3.2
knots when I heard a garbled, barely
audible marine weather forecast
predicting 70 knot gusts. We didn’t
believe we had heard it correctly, and
pushed on as there really was no
alternative when we were 43 nautical
miles from our Brazil Rock waypoint off
the southern tip of Nova Scotia. At
14:30 ADT our position was 43 degrees
20.965 minutes North, 065 degrees
55.622 minutes West, a location
approximately 15 nautical miles off the
coast of Nova Scotia. By this time we
had already decided that we would
seek a sheltered location around Cape
Sable Island, and had set a new course
for Clark's Harbour, near the
southwesterly tip of Nova Scotia. Over
the next 6.5 hours, our progress took
us a mere 3 nautical miles for an
average SOG of less than 0.5 naut.
miles/hr. as the sea state had become
progressively more severe, with wave
heights reaching the 17 to 18 foot
range, and gale force winds
developing, combined with hurricane
level gusts. We were being tossed
around, but the boat rode the waves in
stride. We became concerned that the
diesel was beginning to heat up as we
pushed it to 3200 rpm trying to
maintain 1.0 to 1.5 knots, and at one
point our SOG was 0 in spite of our
efforts. The combination of seas and
heavy gusts spun the boat around on
one occasion.  Jeff later commented
that at one point, with only our dodger

in place, he observed an SOG in excess
of 8 knots, unfortunately not on the
intended heading.  Shortly before
21:00 hours, we attempted to call the
coast guard to make them aware of our
situation, and to see if they had any
suggestions, as our fuel state was
becoming a concern (down to our last
jerry can of fuel, and with a quarter of
a tank showing on the gauge). A
fisherman (boat named Cape Keltic) on
the leeward side of Seal Island
responded to our VHF call, and relayed
our message and position to Fundy
Coast Guard. In the meantime, he
indicated that he could reach our
position in an hour, but further
exchanges with the Coast Guard
determined that they would come out
to render assistance. At 21:00 hrs ADT,
the coast guard cutter "Clark's Harbour"
was outbound to meet us, with the
intention of towing us to help our
progress. The Clark's Harbour arrived
within 15 or 20 minutes, and we
secured a line to our starboard cleat
which only lasted a few minutes before
it tore the cleat out of the deck, with
another line on within ten minutes, we
lost the port side cleat, all in spite of a
reduction in speed to around 1.5 knots.
The third connection was rigged in the
form of bridal which distributed the
load, thankfully holding until we
arrived in Clark's Harbour at approx.
05:00 hrs on Thursday, June 8th, after
nearly 7.5 hours of being towed at 1.5
knots. The officers and crew of the
Canadian Coast Guard cutter “Clark’s
Harbour” demonstrated the highest
level of professionalism, and are to be
commended for their effective response
in the very challenging conditions the
night of June 7th into the early hours of
June 8th 2006.  For our part, we were
all exhausted but relieved.  I called the
Border Services Agency to report in,
and apprise them of our situation as we
all climbed into our sleeping bags for a
few hours of much needed sleep. A few
hours later, like bears waking from their
winter’s hibernation, hungry, and
slightly wobbly with our sea-legs, we
made our way to the only eating
establishment in walking distance…a
take-out next to the Coast Guard
Station…more fresh air on a drizzly day
as we moved the picnic table to the
leeward side of the building and
inhaled our cheeseburgers.  Unable to
make contact with the Harbour Master,

I left contact information with the
Coast Guard Staff who kindly assured
me that if there were any problems,
they would move Elan with their
inflatable rescue boat. Secured at a
fishing wharf, Elan would have to wait
for a break in the weather before her
final run to Halifax. Mary Lou came
down to pick us up (a three hour drive
from Halifax each way), and we all
returned momentarily to the creature
comforts of home. 

For the next few days, we monitored
the weather closely, and on Sunday the
11th of June, returned to complete the
return trip. The last part of our voyage
was "pleasantly uneventful". We
enjoyed sunny weather although with
wind shifts were only able to pick up a
knot with the main up for about 2
hours. We were entertained by
dolphins playing around the boat for
awhile on the last evening at sea, and
finally late Monday evening we crossed
the Sambro Ledges to Halifax Harbour.
At that point I called Mary Lou on the
cell to look out the window as we
navigated the last 6 miles across the
Harbour ...from her vantage point on
the deck of our home, she was able to
easily pick us out because no one else
was out there (except for a container
ship that came in just ahead of us, and
there was no confusion regarding
which boat we were). We finally arrived
at our berth at the Yacht Club at 00:15
hrs on Tuesday morning, the 13th of
June…Elan had finally arrived safe and
sound together with all on board. 

My "initiation to sailing" had evolved
into something approaching an epic
adventure, made possible because of
the expertise and professionalism of Jeff
Pritchard, John Rhyno, and Sandy
Hogan.  I can’t finish this account
without conveying a special thanks to
Steve Waller of DSS Marine Supply,
who made a Fitzwright immersion suit
available to me for the crossing. (at one
point it occurred to us that we might
actually be donning those suits, and it
was a comforting thought to know that
we had suits if we needed them).  I
learned many things first hand on this
trip, not the least of which is the
fabulous capability of the Catalina 30.
Since our return I have reflected on a
comment by Sandy at the height of the
storm, to the affect that we would have
a storey to tell when we got back, to
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which I responded, “I would be
happier not to have this storey to
tell”…This account is the result of that
not being an option.  

Epilogue Through the summer we have
expanded our experience as sailors and
as crew, racing with Sandy and Jeff on
“Tuesday Morning”, and finally
transferring to the DYC late in the
summer. “Elan” will re-launch as
“Breakaway” in the spring of 2007, as
it provides the “impetus” for our
departure from a “landlubber lifestyle”. 

Fair Winds, 
Barry White

280 Searay
Sundancer 2002

31’1” LOA x 9’5”
Beam.  

Tan canvas, tonneau 
& camper top. 

Cherrywood interior with
micro, fridge, 

4.5 kw genie, ac/heat,
vacuflush head, private aft
cabin. GPS chart plotter,

digital depth finder.
Twin 4.3 L MPI Mercs,
Alpha drives, SS props. 
Less then 100 hours, 

never bottom painted.  

$98,750      
TERRY

(902) 484-3900

Snorkelling the Reefs of Abaco –
Bahama’s by Pat and Ted Haight (Xcelsior)

Last week when I had emailed Curtis
and told him we will have a story and
underwater pictures for the Signal, I
had never dreamt we’d have such an
exciting story to share.

When most pleasure boaters talk
about a reef, they more than likely are
thinking of shortening sail, due to
increased the strength of wind. While,
down here in the Bahama’s and
Caribbean, a reef is a living organism,
with tissue that contains symbiotic
algae. It’s well known that coral reefs
around the world are facing
considerable threats and many have
been damaged, degraded and over-
exploited. There are many activities
that play the role of causing this
destruction. Some being Mother
Nature, others such as, destructive
fishing methods, anchoring and boat
collisions are also taking their toll.
Mooring balls are placed at many reef
locations with intention of enjoyment
and taking in the beauty of the nature
habitats. 

We had taken the dinghy around the
point and tied up to the mooring ball
at Mermaid Reef. Located
approximately three hundred feet off
the Marsh Harbour Beach. The water
was not clear due to two days of
rough seas and winds. Within the next
couple of days things would settle and
become clearer. The following day we
had gone out with a diving company
Above and Below Dive. They had
taken us to two dive locations on the
same reef. Fowl Cay (pronounced
Key), this reef stretches quite far and
ranges from twenty feet to sixty feet
in depth. Once the tide is low, than

the reef becomes one large sand bed,
to tourists known as Jacuzzi Reef.
You’ll have the breath taking
experience of being surrounded by
yellow tip fish, groupers, angelfish,
parrot fish, barracuda and don’t forget
about the Reef and Nurse Shark’s,
amongst the coral and algae. 

During, Ted’s snorkelling, the water
temperature was 74.5 degree’s which
was to cold for the Bahamian’s to go
into. The water was a little choppy,
which intimidated me. This left Ted
without a swimming buddy. That’s a
no-no in the diving and swimming
world. Kay the owner of he dive
company invited him to swim above
her and her student, James (who was
being examined for his first of four
open water dives). It bothered him
not to dive to the depth of the others.
In fact, he took three deep breaths
(hyperventilating) and then dove
down to twenty feet. Taking pictures
of Kay and James. At that point, a reef
shark came in from the ocean side of
the reef. Needless to say, an
uncomfortable feeling rushed through
Ted. Five hundred feet or more, away
from the boat and his dive buddies
forty feet below. The shark was not
unnoticed as Kay and James stopped,
swam to the sand bottom and laid
still. Ted moved back up to the top of
the reef. That way he had both divers
and shark in sight. The shark patrolled
up and in between them and the
open ocean. What seemed to be an
hour was most likely about five
minutes. Not being provoked he
swam back out to the open sea. 

. . . see next page
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In order to assure a safe and
uneventful season make sure that
you go through the list below and
make a note of any discrepancies
that need attention.

GENERAL: 

Do a general cleaning of hull, deck
and topsides using a mild detergent 

• Make sure drains and scuppers are
clear 

• Put on a good coat of wax 
• Clean and polish metal with a

good metal polish 
• Clean teak and oil 
• Clean windows and hatches 
• Clean canvas, bimini and dodger 
• Clean interior including bilges 
• Check spare parts and tools and

replace as necessary
• Make sure registration is current

and onboard 
• Check and replace wiper blades if

necessary 

HULL:

Check for hull abrasions, scratches,
gouges, etc. and repair 

• Check and replace zincs 
• Check for blisters and refinish is

necessary
• Check rub rails 
• Check swim platform and/or

ladder 
• Inspect and test trim tabs 
• Check shaft, cutlass bearing, strut

and prop 
• Check rudder and fittings 
• Touch up or replace antifouling

paint 

DECK, FITTINGS, SAFETY
EQUIPMENT:

• Check stanchion, pulpits and
lifelines for integrity 

• Check ground tackle, lines,
fenders, etc. 

• Check chainplates and cleats 
• Check hull/deck joint 
• Check deck, windows, and port

lights for leaks 
• Inspect anchor windlass and

lubricate 
• Clean and grease winches 
• Check and lubricate blocks, pad

eyes, etc. 
• Check dinghy, and life raft 

BELOW DECKS:

• Check, test and lubricate seacocks 
• Check condition of hoses and

clamps 
• Make sure below waterline hoses

are double clamped 
• Check bilges pumps for automatic

and manual operation 
• Check for oil in bilges 
• Check limber holes and make sure

they are clear of debris 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM AND
COMPONENTS:

• Check battery water level 
• Check/recharge batteries 
• Check terminals for corrosion,

clean and lubricate 
• Check bonding system 
• Inspect all wiring for wear and

chafe 
• Test all gauges for operability 
• Check shore power and charger 
• Check for spare fuses 
• Check all lighting fixtures

(including navigation lights) and
make sure you have spare bulbs 

• Check all electronics for proper
operation 

• Inspect antennas 

REQUIRED AND RECOMMENDED
EQUIPMENT: 

• Sound signaling device 
• Check distress signals and

expiration date 
• Check Pfds 

• Inspect life rings and cushions 
• Check fire extinguishers and

recharge if necessary 
• Check and adjust compass 
• Check navigation lights 
• Check charts and replace as

necessary 
• Check radar reflector 
• Check and replace first aid supplies 
• Check bailer and hand pump 

INBOARD ENGINE(S): 

• Change oil & filters - have spare
onboard 

• Check and change fuel filters -
have spares onboard 

• Check and change engine zincs 
• Check cooling system change

coolant as necessary - have extra
onboard 

• Record engine maintenance log,
especially date & hours of last oil
changes 

• Check belts for tension 
• Check transmission fluid 
• Check and clean backfire flame

arrestor 
• Check impeller 
• Check and clean water strainer 
• Check bilge blower 

HEAD SYSTEM:

• Checked for smooth operation -
lubricate and clean as necessary 

• If equipped with treatment system,
have chemicals on hand 

• Y-valve operation checked, valve
labeled & secured 

WATER SYSTEM: 

• Flush water tank 
• Check water system and pump for

leaks and proper operation 
• Check hot water tank working on

both AC and engines 
• Check for tank cap keys on board 
• Check and clean shower sump

pump screens 

Preparing Your Boat for the Season - Pre-Season Checklist

So the divers swam around the other
side of the reef, where there was giant
groupers (40 lbs plus) and many
parrot fish and snappers. Shortly after,
all divers started to head back to the
boat. Not without, another reef shark
coming in. I guess he wanted to have

a closer inspection. You could see the
excitement and joy that everyone had
during there adventures. I had to settle
for viewing the pictures and listening
to the stories shared by all. Maybe
next time, I’ll gain confidence and a
comfort zone to join in the dives.

To date we have traveled 4,122.7
miles since May, 2006. For more
exciting and interesting pictures visit
our website
www.syxcelsior.blogspot.com



GALLEY: 

• Fill propane tank, check electric &
manual valves, check storage box
vent to make sure it is clear 

• Check refrigerator, clean and
freshen, operate on AC and DC 

• Clean stove, check that all burners
and oven are working 

• Check microwave, if fitted 

OUTBOARD MOTOR:

• Replace spark plugs 
• Check plug wires for wear 
• Check prop for nicks and bends 
• Change/fill gear lube 
• Inspect fuel lines, primer bulb and

tank for leaks 
• Lubricate and spray moveable

parts 

TRAILER:

• Check for current registration 
• Check rollers and pads 
• Check and lubricate wheel

bearings 
• Clean and lubricate winch 
• Lubricate tongue jack and wheel 
• Test lights and electrical

connections 
• Check tire pressure and condition 
• Check brakes (if equipped) 
• Check safety chains 
• Check tongue lock 

SAILS:

• Check general condition 
• Look for wear and chafing 
• Check battens and batten pockets 
• Check all sail attachments 
• Inspect bolt rope 

MAST AND RIGGING:

• Check mast and spreaders for
corrosion or damage 

• Inspect spreader boots and
shrouds 

• Inspect rivets and screw
connections for corrosion 

• Check reefing points and reefing
gear 

• Clean sail track 
• Check rigging, turnbuckles and

clevis pins for wear and corrosion 
• Inspect stays for fraying and "fish

hooks" 
• Check forestay and backstay

connections 
• Check masthead fitting and pulleys 
• Check and lubricate roller furling 
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DYC MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS
The DYC is requesting help in gathering any information 

regarding Births, Deaths, Weddings, or any other significant event
that involves our members. Please contact the DYC office so the

appropriate card or announcement can be made. 
We greatly appreciate your assistance.

• Check halyards and consider
replacing or swapping end for end 

• Tape turnbuckles, cotter pins, and
spreaders 

1. Lubricate stuffing boxes, shaft and
rudder logs 

2. Empty water separator filters 

3. Shock the drinking water tank. Use
pool shock not bleach. Pool shock
breaks down in a few days and
then can be flushed out. 
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Contact
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